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INTRODUCTION 
In America today eleven mill ion people of age 18 or over cannot 
read or write. Furthermore, the Office of Education estimates that of 
the thirty mil lion boys and girls who wi I I be seeking employment in this 
decade, two mi II Ion wi I I not have gone beyond eighth grade and seven 
mi I lion, or nearly one-fourth, will not have finished high school. 1 
In England the statistics of the Minister of Education show that 
one in four fifteen-year-olds is either backward or semi-literate. 2 
Fol lowing World War 11, Sir James Pitman, a member of the HoLJse 
of Lords of England, felt that steps to reduce hiqh ii literacy rates 
were urgently needed. In 1954 he introduced the Initial Teaching Alpha-
bet, commonly known as i.t.a. This alphabet, which has a one to one 
letter-sound correspondence, was designed for use by first grade stu-
dents during the initial stages of learning to read. Pitman reasoned 
that children, once they had developed fluency and confidence with i.t.a., 
could transfer their readino skill to traditional print with its many 
irregularly formed words. 
Pitman's idea that reading failure in the early years Is an 
important cause of retardation in school has supoort from studies and 
noted authorities. 
~--------------------------------~-.,-...- ... '<' 
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1 Jo~~ ~-?.Burns, "Our Era of Opportunity~" S'!.!.u~.ay_Reyiew, (Januarv 14, 1967>, 
2John Downing, The Initial Teachin.9., Alphabetl <New York: The Macmill ian 
Company, 1966), p. ;. 
Studies indicate that ninety-nine per cent of first grade failures, 
ninety per cent of second grade failures, and seventy per cent of third 
grade failures are due to poor readlng. 3 
Dr. ca·1 vi n Gross, former New York Superintendent of Schoo Is, states: 
"Once a ch 11 d can read we I I, the door is open to other I earnings. If he 
cannot read, he finds locked doors for the rest of his life. 114 
Educators, in search of an answer to the reading problem, have been 
enqaqed in testing the Initial Teaching Alphabet i~ order to answer such 
questions as: Can i .t.a. children transfer their knowledge to traditional 
orthography? Wi II the l.t.a. taught child do as wel I as the t.o. taught 
chi Id after transition to traditional orthography? Are there indications 
that the passage of time after transition may aid the l.t.a. taught child? 
In support of this inquiry seventy thousand students in forty-two 
states In this country learned to read using l.t.a. durln~ the past school 
vear.5 
This paper wll I present Information concerning the description and 
development of I .t.a., as wel I as results of some of the major studies 
conducted In this medium. Materials presented are those considered as 
having made a contribution to the study of the value of 1.t.a. 
The Intent of the research Is to learn whether or not evidence 
supports the claim that I .t.a. tauqht children proqress more rapidly than 
children tauqht with traditional print. 
3Lehigh-Bethlehem Evaluation - Demonstration Project on the Use of l.t.a., 
The Initial Teaching Alphabet In Readin.9_ Instruction. A Comprehensive 
Final Report. <Februarv, 1967), p. 5. 
4The Stort of i/t/a, advertising materials, <New York: 1/t/a Publications, 
I nc., 963 f, p. 7. 
5wt I I lam Gi I looly, "The Promise of i .t.a. Is a Delusion: With Discussion," 
Phi Delta Kappan, XXXXVll (June, 1966), p. 545. 
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Background materials were obtained from: Cl> current magazine 
articles; (2) books published by Pitman Ltd. of London and the Initial 
Teaching Alphabet Pub I icatlons of New York; and (3) pamphlets and bul-
letins from the Initial Teaching Alphabet Foundation at Hofstra University 
in New York. 
CHAPTER I 
IRREGULARITIES IN TRADITIONAL ORTHOGRAPHY <t.o.> 
Pei in a I lght vein describes the teacher's concern with our 
inconsistent English language thusly: 
"The chi Id you teach w i 11 want to know 
The why of sow and sew and foe 
Said and maid don't rhyme you'll say 
Then how explain say and weigh 
And flood and food, how can it be 
That sounds are not like what you see. 116 
By means of i.t.a. Pitman hoped to delay the beginning reader's 
encounter with such Irregularly formed words of traditional print unti I 
after the child had developed confidence in his reading abi I ity. 
Francis Keppel, former u. s. Commissioner of Education, supports 
Pitman's belief that English words which have I ittle relationship between 
written symbol and sound cause reading diff lculty. When speaking of 
Murphy's study concerning growth in perception of word element~ he said: 
"One of these studies In the long history of reading research demonstrates 
conclusively that the nature of the relationship between the ;pet I Ing of 
a word and the sound of a word constitutes the major diff lculty in learn-
ing to read and spe 11. "7 
6M. Pei, The Story of English, (Philadelphia: J. s. Lippincott Company, 
1953 >, p. 20 I • 
7rhe Initial Teaching Foundation, The Initial Teaching AIEhabet and the 
World of English, Proceedings of the ~econd lnfernaflonal i.t.a. 
'COnference, ed. -by Albert Mazurkiewicz C 1966), p. IX. 
Why do these Irregularities exist in the English language? A 
brief glimpse Into Its history reveals that It is, Indeed, a polygot 
language. It began with a Latin Alphabet which was then appl led to a 
Teutonic Language. These already unstable pronunciations were later 
infused with equal parts of Anglo-Saxon and Norman lnf luences on both 
the spoken and written language. Over a period of time, the English 
language evolved as partly phonetic and partly traditional. 
Irregularities In the English language fall Into three general 
categories. 
First, there are Inconsistencies In the visual pattern of the 
letters. Our Roman Alphabet combines the upper-case Trajan and the 
lower-case Carol tne letters and Is, tn reality, two alphabets. Children 
coping with books tn conventlonal print must learn both. Contrary to 
popular belief, the beginning reader must learn far more than twenty-
six letters. 
Second, there are Irregularities In the visual pattern of letters 
within a single word printed In English. The child learning to read 
must learn not only the word prt.nted In lower-case or capitals, but he 
must recognize a combination of the two. For example, the word "dog" 
may also be written as "Dog" and "DOG." This problem is further compli-
cated by s Ii ght d I fferences in the printed sty I e of such I etters as "g" 
and nj." Sometimes, the child Is forced to learn as many as five visual 
variations of a single word. 
Third, In conventional print a single sound may be represented by 
many different: letters or combinations of letters In lower-case print 
alone. If conventional capital letters and script letters are also taken 
into account, the result ls more than 2,000 variations In sound-letter 
combinations. For example, the sound common to "blue," "two," and "flew" 
may be written In at least thirty different letter-sound patterns. 
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CHAPTER I I 
THE INITIAL TEACHING ALPHABET Cl.t.a.> 
Historic Orlsln and Development 
Niia Banton Smith points out that as early as the Seventeenth 
Century educators were discussing various methods of circumventin~ the 
inconsistencies of the English language during beginning reading 
instruction.a 
Some of the early experiments at teaching reading through changes 
in the alphabet are related by Harrlson. 9 He notes that efforts culmi-
natlng in i.t.a. began more than a century ago. In England, about 1843, 
Sir Issac Pitman, designer of Pitman's Shorthand and grandfather of Sir 
James, collaborated with Alexander John Ellis to produce a new phonetic 
alphabet for the English language. Pitman's brother, Benn, after experi-
enclng success In teaching this alphabet in England, immigrated to America 
where the new system, known as "Phonotypy," was introduced into 153 public 
and 10 private schools. A Massachusetts State Legislative Committee, 
examining the results of this work, declared that the children read In 
a style rarely equalled by adults and never by children of that age. Use 
of Pitman's First Phonetic Reader then spread to Massachusetts, New York, 
8Ntla Banton Smith, Readin8 Instruction for Today_'s Child, (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., I 63), p. 78. 
9Maurice Harrison, The Stor~ of the Initial Teachtns AIThabet, CNew York, 
New York: Initial Teac Ing Alphabet Publfcatlons,nc., 1963), p. 21. 
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I lllnois, Missouri, and elsewhere. 
Such experiments continued Intermittently for half a decade. 
According to Harrison, a u. s. Bureau of Education report in 1893 carried 
the statement that from eighteen to twenty-four months could be saved in 
learning to read when a phonetic alphabet was used. 10 
Downing reports that in 1914 Miss McCul lum, an infant's teacher In 
Scotland, used a simple, systematic alphabet. 11 After the use of Miss 
McCul lum's phonetic alphabet for one year, an observer reported that the 
children could read any matter presented to them in this print and could 
write the same symbols from dictation. 
Between 1915 and 1924, according to Downing, "Nue Spell Ing" was 
used in some British Schools.12 This alphabet resembled the traditional 
English alphabet more closely than did those of Issac Pitman and Miss 
McCul lum. There was general agreement among the schools using the "Nue 
Spelling" system that the process of learning to read was greatly 
accelerated. 
The above-mentioned alphabets, !hough designed primarily as an 
aid in reading, were aimed at eventual spel I ing reform. Economic con-
ditions, together with a shortage of paper and inadequate teaching 
materials, brought an end to these experiments. Although those studies 
utilized no control groups with which to compare achievement, they laid 
the foundation upon which Sir James Pitman would later create the Initial 
Teaching Alphabet. 
IOlbid., p. 51. 
11 Downing, op. c It., p. 14. 
121bid., p. 15. 
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Pitman real !zed that in a stable, highly civl I tzed soci13ty al I 
children must eventually read the print in use by their elders, With 
the fa 11 ure of the spel Ii ng reform movements in ml nd, S l r Jame!> set out 
to design a special alphabet for use by the beginning reader only. The 
Initial Teaching Alphabet Is not a spell Ing reform or a system of read-
Ing. Rather, It is a special tool designed to prevent failure in the 
initial stages of reading and to develop the security which thE1 chi Id 
needs as he approaches the more difficult aspects of our alphabetic 
symbolization with confidence and success. 
The problem of I .t.a. printed books was not an easy one for Pitman 
to solve. As a member of the House of Lords and a wealthy man in his own 
right, he removed al I restraints of copyright from I .t.a. and c:ontributed 
money for the publ !cation of the first books. 13 He reasoned that the 
risk of financial loss would be lifted from the publishers and that as a 
result i.t.a. would then gain wide acceptance. In I lne with his theory 
that very I lttle should be changed, Pitman had In mind that publishers 
would simply transpose existing books into the i.t.a. medium. 
In its Infant stage Pitman's alphabet was denoted as the Augmented 
Roman Alphabet, or A• R. 14 tn order to better Indicate the true purpose 
of the alphabet, the name was changed In 1963. The use of the upper-case 
letters, I. T. A., was first proposed, but since England already had an 
I. T. A. In the form of the Independent Television Authority, the propo-
nents decided instead to use the lower-case letter~. 1.t.a. Although the 
alphabet remains the same, various other ways of writing the name have 
13Mazurkiewicz and Others, op. cit., p. 340. 
14John Downing, "Teaching Reading with i .t.a. In Britain," Phi Delta Ka_epan, 
XXXXV CApri I, 1964), p. 323. ____.. ~ 
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arisen. The Initial Teaching Alphabet Publ !cations of New Yor~• uti I izes 
vertical slash marks between the letters: I Itta. Some authors use a 
siml tar style bui' with slanting slash marks: i/t/a. The upper--case ver-
slon, 1,T.A., sometimes appears in the titles of articles in American 
magazines. To further add to the confusion, Smith refers to l.T.M., or 
Initial Teaching Medlum. 15 
General Descripti.£!! 
Baslcal ly, Pitman's i.t.a., as Introduced in 1954, consists of 43 
symbols, each representing a major sound in the Engl !sh spoken language. 
l.t.a. does not completely differ in appearance from tradition2il orthoq-
raphy. It embodies twenty-four traditional letters, excluding only "q" 
and "x. 11 Of the nineteen augmented symbols, fourteen are "dl~r-aphs," or 
pairs of letters joined typographically to form single symbols, The 
remaining five symbols, representing other sounds, closely reseimble 
cursive letters. 
This resemblance to traditional orthography, or t.o., is not acci-
denta I. A de I i berate attempt has been made to ease the transition from 
i .t.a. to t.o., a transition which al I chi ldr'3n must make eventually. In 
evolving the l.t.a. symbols from the original designs of his grandfather, 
Sir James gave priority to symbol formations which would be within the 
young chi Id's writing ability. The final design was achieved through the 
assistance of Fellowes and Schenck of the Monotype Corporation Limited of 
London. 16 
Table I of the Appendix to this paper is a I 1st of the i .t.a. 
15smith, ~_cit., p. 80. 
16oowning, The Initial Teachinq Alphabet, (New York: The Macmllllan 
Company, 1966), p. 1"6"".-- - -~-
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symbols, together with words i I lustratlng the use of these symbols. Exam-
!nation of this table will indicate the similarity to traditional orthog-
raphy. It will be noted that in both l.t.a. and t.o. the top coastl Ines 
are almost identical. Any I iterate adult seeing i.t.a. print for the first 
time will be able to read ft, though he may be forced to read at a slightly 
slower rate. 
Table contains 44 symbols, as contrasted with the 43-symbol 
British i.t,a, alphabet. The addition of one extra character was deemed 
necessary in America in order to represent a sound of "r" not contained 
in the British spoken language. 17 
l.t.a. is not strictly a phonetic alphabet. A very few fnconsis-
tencies have been deliberately retained in order to maintain a visual 
similarity to t.o. and to facilitate later transition. With respect to 
correspondence of sound to symbol, i.t.a. is more than 91% phonetlc. 18 
Fundamental Differences from t.o. 
·A. ·J. Harris defines reading as "a meaningful interpretation of 
verbal symbols ••• In its beqinning stages, reading means learning that 
queer-looking marks represent speech. 1119 Pitman devised his alphabet 
specifically so that this "decoding" process would not be as irregular 
as in traditional orthography. 
The fact that each l.t.a. symbol has a "sound name" rather than a 
completely unrelated name, as do many of our traditional letters, adds to 
171ntervlew with Laris Stalker, Second Grade Teacher, Eastern I I linois 
University Laboratory School, who taught remedial i.t.a. group in 
1965-66, 
18Mazurkiewtcz and Others, op. cit., p. 23. 
19A. J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Abil lty, (New York: David McKay, 
I nc • , 196 I > , p • 8 • 
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Its simplicity. The child first encountering an l.t.a. word which he is 
unable to pronounce, merely spel Is the word. The spelling automatically 
produces each sound. Thus, l.t.a. spelling ls nothing more than saying 
the word in slow motion. An acceleration of the spell Ing then produces 
the correct pronunciation of the word In question. On the other hand, the 
t.o. chi Id can use this procedure only If the visual symbol "says" the 
sound. 
For further simplification Pitman streamlined his alphabet by 
designing the upper-case letters as slightly larger versions of the lower-
case ones. Since l.t.a. employs one form for both cases, the chi Id actually 
learns fewer symbols than if he were learning both versions of the tradi-
tional alphabet. 
i .t.a. has no whole word variations. A chi Id who can Identify the 
word "baby" can recognize it whether it be In upper case, lower case, or 
a combination of the two, since i.t.a. letters retain the same appearance 
at a I I t Imes. This Is espec i a I I y he I pfu I when the "I ook-say" approach to 
reading is used. 
Examination of Table I I of the Appendix to this paper, reprinted 
from the 1963 International Reading Association Yearbook, reveals yet a 
further difference between l.t.a. and t,o. The symbol representation of 
a sound remains constant in i.t.a. Thus, the sound common to any one of 
the thirty visual variations of the sound contained in words such as "zoo," 
"shoe," and "blew'' is reduced to a single symbol in l.t.a. This reduction 
eliminates the trial and error process which the t.o. student uses when 
applying phonetic word attack skills, 
-11-
Huber, of the Bethlehem-Lehigh, Pennsylvania, i .t.a. Project, 
states that in her experience such common classroom errors as reversals 
and substitutions rarely exist when reading with i.t.a. 20 
2~azurkiewicz and Others, op. cit., p. 26. 
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CHAPTER 111 
DIFFERING APPROACHES TO i.t.a. INSTRUCTION 
.Y~~~-;?,.!.,,.§..x i s.t !_n_g t • o. Basa I Read er s 
In accordance with Pitman's belief that very I ittle change in the 
school framework should be necessary in order to incorporate i.t.a., 
existing basal readers are often utll ized. These t.o. basal readers 
are simply re-written in i.t.a. print for use in i.t.a. classrooms. No 
changes are made in the stories or pictures. Teachers using this approach 
apply regular classroom methods and procedures. 
Transition from re-written i .t.a. books to the next reading book, 
which is written in traditional orint, is expected to occur during the 
child's second year of schoot. 21 As will b~ noted from examlnation of 
Table IV of the Appendix, transition time varies. This variation results 
from individual differences In children. 
Bennett, who participated as head teacher in the Oldham, England, 
i.t.a. Research Project, reports that children who are ready for tran-
sitlon make the change from I .t.a. print to traditional print rapidly 
and automatically. 22 She attributes automatic transition to the fact 
that i.t.a. children are exposed to t.o. I ibrary books from the first 
day of school. Many of the I lbrary books include i .t.a. pages which are 
hinged directly over the regular print. 
21 John Downing, "The I. t .a. Experiment," !~~~~Read I ~SL..I~che..r:, <November, 
I 964 ) , p • I 08 • 
22Mazurkiewicz and Others, ~.!......ci~., p. I 10. 
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Use of Spec I ally Designed i .t.a. Basal Readers 
After visiting Engl lsh schools which used the Janet and John Series 
re-wrltten in I .t.a. print, Mazurkiewicz concluded that the children were 
not receiving total benef It from the new medium. 23 He reasoned that if 
i.t.a. released a child to read any word contnined In his speaking 
vocabulary, the child should be permitted to use the new ski I I to the 
utmost. Assisted by Harold Tanyzer of Hofstra University, Mazurkiewicz 
published a specially designed i.t.a. reading series, The Early-to-Read 
Series. This series contains several times the vocabulary load of the 
re-written t.o. basal readers. 
Mazurklewicz's statement at the Second Annual i.t.a. Conference 
describes this series: "In content and organization the new i.t.a. 
reader has broken with the traditional reader. There Is no Dick and 
Jane in every story ••• Instead, each t.t.a. reader ls a collection 
of unrelated stories about ••• piracy, space travel, basebal I, a 
cattle round-up, deep sea diving and children's problems with parents 
• • • These stories have something happening. They have plot, suspense, 
humor and even pathos ••• The point: the reader's Imagination should 
be captured from the outset. His natural Interest in rhythm ••• Is 
capftalfzed on by stories in rhyme, I Ike Dinosaur Ben, Moon Mouse, etc. 1124 
Transition in The Early-to-Read Serles Is expected to occur near 
the end of first grade. The final stories of the last book of the series 
are written In traditional print with an accompanying l.t.a. - t.o. 
dictionary to aid transition. The child In the process of transition 
is encouraged to read many library books printed in both alphabets. 
23~ •• p. 326. 
241bid., p. 327. 
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\ CHAPTER IV 
READING: EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND RESULTS 
British Pilot Study 
The Reading Research Unit of the University of London began its 
research Into i.t.a. In 1961, under the direction of a research psycho!-
ogist, John Downing. This project was made possible by grants from the 
Educational Records Bureau and ·tater from the Ford Foundation. 25 
Twenty schools, with a total of 413 first grade children, were 
selected to teach reading using the i.t.a. medium. Of this number, 135 
were in Oldham County, England. These 413 i.t.a. taught children were 
compared with 687 children in a t.o. taught control group for the pur-
pose of answering three questions: 
Cl) Is t.o. the basic cause of difficulty in beginning reading? 
(2) Can i.t.a. taught children transfer their knowledge tot.a.? 
(3) Is the final achievement worth the additional expense? 
Jones describes efforts to achieve uniformity in the two test 
populatlons. 26 Both experimental and control groups were matched in 
those school variables which could be measured easily. These variables 
included size, urban-rural location, type of organization, ~upil-teacher 
ratio, minimum age of entry, socio-economic level and the facilities of 
the school building. 
25oownlng, The Initial Teaching Alphabet, (New York: The Macmi II Ian 
Company, 1966), p. 45. 
26Mazurkiewicz and Others, op. cit., p. 66. 
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The children were matched In such variables as age, sex ratio, 
social class as defined by the father's occupation, Intelligence and 
vocabulary. 
With the exception of specialized training for the l.t.a. 
teachers, an attempt was made to give equal attention to pupils and 
teachers in both groups. However, a shortage of research staff 
rendered this Impossible. Some of the experimental groups received 
large numbers of visitors. A few were even featured in newspaper 
articles and on television programs.27 
The same basal reader, Janet and John Serles, was used In both 
groups. The only difference was the change to l.t.a. print for the 
experimental group. It was hypothesized that if the achievement of 
the two groups differed widely, the cause could be attributed to 
differences in the two alphabets. 
According to Downing the progress of the two groups was very 
dlfferent.28 By the end of the first year the average l.t.a. child 
was at Primer Two level, while the average t.o. child was still in 
Primer One. By the middle of the second year, the i.t.a. child had 
moved to Primer Four, and the t.o. child was then reading In Primer 
Two. By the completion of the study In 1963, the average l.t.a. 
pupil was beyond Primer Five, or the last half of second grade, but 
the average t.o. pupil had not advanced beyond Primer Three. 
27~ •• p. 68. 
280owning, "The l .t.a. Experiment," The Reading Teacher, <November, 1964), 
p. I 08. 
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The Neale Analysis of Reading Ability Test <Form C) was given to 
a selected sub-sample of the children in 1963. 190 t.o. children took 
the test as compared to 146 experimental children for whom the test was 
converted to t .t.a. The results of this test show the experimental group 
to be wel I ahead of the control group in accuracy, comprehension and rate.29 
In March, 1963, the same test (Form A) was given to the same children. 
On that occasion the tests for both groups were in traditional print. 
The average i.t.a. pupil scored 23 for accuracy and 8 for comprehension 
as compared with 9 and 4, respectively, for the t.o. children. The i.t.a. 
child read an average of 34 t.o. words per minute as compared with 19 
words per minute for the average t.o. chi Id. On the basis of these 
results, researchers felt they had received a positive answer to their 
f lrst two questions. 
Second British Study 
On the basis of conclusions reached at the end of the pl lot study, 
a second i .t.a. study was commenced in England in 1963. This project, 
I ike the earlier one, was designed to evaluate the progress of both 
experimental and control groups. As indicated by Jones, this second 
research project, which is to extend through 1974, has been designed 
to control incidental variables more rigorously than the earlier pro-
ject.30 Each participating school was given one experimental and one 
control class running parallel to each other. As the project was 
originally conceived, the two teachers were to alternate between the 
29John Downing, "Experiments with Pitman's Initial Teaching Alphabet in 
British Schools," Reading As An Intellectual Activity, Third Yearbook 
of the International Reading Association (19631, p. I 19. 
30 Mazurkiewicz and Others, '?E.:_..s!!.•i p. 66. 
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classes, with one teacher assumin~ the responsibility for teaching al I 
reading in both classes. Although the print was different, other 
methods and the time al locations were to be Identical. Neither teacher 
was to be absent from either classroom for a period exceeding one day. 
According to Jones, this 50/50 pattern of sharing teacher responsibll i-
tles broke down during the first year, and as of March, 1965, had not 
been consistently re-established. 31 Teacher dissatisfaction appeared 
to be the reason. The teachers' response to a questionnaire revealed 
that whenever the 50/50 pattern was not adhered to, the reading teacher 
spent more time with the experimental group. 32 
In the second study, as in the first, the experimental groups 
progressed more rapidly than the control groups. By the end of the 
first year the average l.t.a. child was reading In Primer Two as com-
pared to Primer One for the t.o. child. By mid-second grade the scores 
were not so widespread as had been the case In the pl lot project. The 
average t.t.a. child was reading in Primer Three as compared to Primer 
Four at the same stage in the First Project. The average t.o. child 
33 was again at Primer Two. 
Schonell's Graded Word Reading Test was administered to both 
groups, each In its own medium, in June, 1964. Both the Schone! l's 
Graded Word Reading Test and the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability 
were administered in the two mediums during the middle of the follow-
Ing year. During the same month Form A of the Neale Test, written 
in traditional print, was administered to both groups. 
31J..!?.!2_., p. 69. 
32tbld. 
331btd., p. 74. 
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The results of the above tests revealed a significant difference 
between the experimental and control groups, so long as the tests were 
given in both mediums. This difference was In favor of the i.t.a. group. 
There was no significant difference between the groups, however, when all 
tests were printed in t.o.34 
At the time Form A of the Neale Test was administered, only 17% 
of the i.t.a. children had made the transition to traditional print as 
contrasted with 40% at a comparable point In the f lrst project. Jones 
further points out that the results obtained in the second and original 
experiments are by no means Identical: "We have found that in general 
the differences between the experimental and control groups of the 
second experiment are smaller than those In the original experiment. 
The scores of the experimental group of the second experiment tend to 
be lower than the scores of the original experiment. The same Is true, 
though to a sma I I er extent, between the two contro I groups. u35· 
The second study began In 1963 with 200 schools. By 1965 i.t.a. 
had extended outside the project to include more than I ,000 schools in 
the United Klngdom. 36 
~)hlehem-Lehl9h, Pennsylvania, ProjeS,!_ 
In 1963 the first American i.t.a. experiment, the Bethlehem-
Lehigh Project, was launched in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, under the 
direction of Dr. Albert Mazurkiewicz of Lehigh University. The 
Bethlehem-Lehigh Project was first of all a demonstration and, secondly, 
an evaluation of the effectiveness of l.t.a. 
34~., p. 75. 
351bid., p. 77. 
36oowning, The Initial Teaching Alphabet, (New York: The Macmll lian 
Company, 1966), p. XVI. 
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The experimental group uti I ized Mazurkiewicz's Ea=~to-Read Series 
whl le the control group used the t.o. basal approach. Both emphasized 
writin~ and wide supplemental readinq. 
In Beth I ehem a I I chi I dren in the first grade duri nq the 1963-64 
year were made a part of the research project. One-third of the qroup 
was taught to read with i .t.a. 
The final comprehensive report of the Project indicates that in 
May, 1964, both the experimental and control groups were given the 
California Reading Test CForm W) in traditional print. 196 pairs of 
children were selected, Identical in sex, chronological aqe, socio-
economic status, and matched within two points of 1.0. Although the 
i.t.a. children had been working in t.o. only one week at the time the 
California Reading Test was administered, 5.57% of the i.t.a. children 
achieved a 3.5 grade level, or better, as compared to 2.37% of the t.o. 
population. The results further revealed that the i.t.a. group was 
superior to the t.o. group as to vocabulary but not with respect to 
comprehension. The following year, both groups maintained their rela-
tive positons with respect to both vocabulary and comprehension when 
again tested with the California Reading Test. Near the end of third 
grade, April, 1966, when Form X of the same test was administered, no 
siqnificant difference between the two groups was found. 37 
The 1964-65 Bethlehem-Lehigh First Grade classes were consistently 
tested with the Stanford Achievement Test. When both mediums were used 
in testing at the end of the first year, the i.t.a. group was superior 
'----~--.. -·-------~--- , ______________ .,._ . _.._ 
37Lehigh-Bethlehem Evaluation - Demonstration Project on the Use of i.t.a., 
,op. cit., p. 23. 
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with respect to word reading and word study. No difference appeared 
between the two groups in paragraph meaning. In Mayw 1966, the test 
was administered to both groups In traditional print. At that time 
no significant differences were found between the groups. 38 
According to Stewart a few I. t .a. taught chi I dren were retained 
each year. Nevertheless, the entire first grade population in the 
Bethlehem Schools shifted to i .t.a. in the fall of 1965.39 
Other American Studies 
Other recent American studies substantiate the latest Bethlehem 
results. Mazurkiewicz, In his one-year study for the u. s. Off ice of 
Education, also found that the l.t.a. children were superior to t.o. 
1 • • t 40 children so long as they were read ng 1n 1 •• a. However, when both 
groups were tested in t.o. on Form W of the Stanford Achievement Test, 
the i.t.a. children were superior in word recognition only. The dif-
ference was not significant on subtests of paragraph meaning and word-
study. 
McCracken's Washington State Study involved thirty-four I .t.a. 
children usino The Early-to-Read Series and twenty-six t.o. children 
using the Ginn Series. Results are similar to those found by Mazurkiewicz. 
In the \'/ash i ngton State Study the Gray Ora I Reading Test and the Standard 
Reading Inventories were administered to each group in its own medium, in 
March, I 965. Two months later, the Stanford Achievement Tests were 
--·~----·---------------------------
38_!_?).~., pp. SJ, 54. 
39Mazurkiewlcz and Others, 9£• ... .CL!-t p. 122. 
40Albert Mazurkiewicz, "i.t.a. and Reading Achievement When Methodology 
is Control led," I.h_e 13.eadin_g Teacher_, <May, 1966), p. 610. 
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administered In t.o. to both groups. From these tests, McCracken found 
that the i.t.a. children achieved higher scores than the control group, 
when each group read in its own medium. The i.t.a. children were also 
superior in word recognition in t.o. However, there was no significant 
difference between the two groups in the remaining five subtests. 41 
An Oakland County, Michigan, Research Project was conducted in 
1964-65 under the auspices of the U. s. Office of Education. This 
experiment, designed to compare three different approaches to reading, 
was a one year study involving 36 classes of heterogeneously grouped 
children, One-third were taught to read using l.t.a. One-third used 
a language arts approach. The remaining one-third used a basal reader 
approach. Harry Hahn, who directed the project, found evidence "that 
l.t.a. children employed a broader range of word attack skills, which 
served them wel I when attacking one word at a time." He further states 
that although final evaluation could not be given, there was some lndi-
cation that the differences in achievement between the l.t.a. group 
and the two other groups of his study were not substantlat. 42 
41Mazurkiewlcz and Others, op. cit., p. 79. 
42Harry Hahn, "Three Approaches to Beginning Reading Instruction," The 
Reading Te~,CMay, 1966), p. 594. 
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CHAPTER V 
SPELLING: EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND RESULTS 
Spelling Is not emphasized in the first grade i.t.a. classroom. 
Beginning in second grade, however, spelling programs are structured on 
both a group and an Individual basis. As a group, the class investi-
gates spelling patterns and studies frequently-used words. Particular 
words which prove difficult for an individual student comprise his 
individualized spelling I !st. Flashcards and picture dictionaries, 
containing both i.t.a. and t.o. words, provide added assistance for 
the children. 
Spelling of i.t.a. words Is not purely phonetic. A very few 
Irregularities do exist. For example, "c" and "k" both represent the 
same sound. In such cases the teacher Is urged to encourage the spell Ing 
which most nearly resembles the t.o. word. 
The ability of the student to correctly spel I i.t.a. words is 
not the prime source of concern to parents and educators. Instead, they 
are concerned that i.t.a. may prevent the child from becoming a good 
conventional speller. Downing, In commenting on this matter, stated 
that, in his opinion, tt would be difficult for spel I Ing to be any 
worse than it already ts. 43 Research projects confirmed his further 
opinion that the t.t.a. child could readily transfer to t.o. spelling. 
In 1965, at the end of the first year of the Washington State 
43Downtng, The Initial Teaching Alphabet, (New York: The Macmll lian 
Company, 1966), p. 34. 
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Study, McCracken administered the Stanford Achievement Test in conventional 
print to both the experimental and control groups. He concluded from the 
results of the spelling sub-test that, although the control group had a 
slight edge, the difference was not great enough to indicate that l.t.a. 
was in any way detrimental to later spelling In t.o. 44 Since only a 
small percentage of the experimental group had achieved formal transition 
at the time of testing, McCracken further concluded that l.t.a. taught 
children and t.o. taught children could be expected to spel I equally wel I 
in t.o. 
Mazurkiewicz, in his one-year study for the u. s. Off ice of Educa-
tion, reached conclusions similar to those of McCracken. 45 
In mid-1964, Downing tested the 1961 British Project population 
by administering the Schonell Graded Word Spelling Test In traditional 
print. The children were then in their third year of school. More than 
half had achieved transition. The test results Indicated that the i .t.a. 
children spelled an average of 28.7 words correctly, as compared to 24.1 
for the t.o. chi ldren. 46 
Another report by Mazurkiewicz, in connection with the Bethlehem 
Project, compares spelling results at both the end of the first year and 
the end of the second year. Al I tests were given In t.o. This report, 
like Downing's, finds that the i .t.a. population excels the t.o. popula-
tion after more time has elapsed fol lowing transition. 47 Following ls 
44Mazurklewicz and Others, op. cit., p. 88. 
45Mazurkiewicz, "i.t.a. and Reading Achievement When Methodology is 
Control led," The Reading Teacher, <May, 1966), p. 610. 
46oownlng, "The i.t.a. Experiment," The Reading Teacher, (November, 1964), 
p. 108. 
47Albert Mazurkiewicz and P.A. Lamana, "Spelling Achievement Fol lowing 
i.t.a. Instruction," Elementary Ens I ish, XXXXI I I (Nov., 1966), p. 759. 
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Results of the Stanford Spelling Test, administered In April, 1966, 
also yielded a significant difference In favor of the i.t.a. group. 48 
Writing samples, collected in 1966, revealed that the i.t.a. children were 
able to transfer their superior spelling ability to creative writing.49 
48Lehlgh-Bethlehem Evaluation - Demonstration Project on the Use of l.t.a., 




WRITING: EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND RESULTS 
The time for introduction of i.t.a. writing varies according to 
the reading series used. The re-written t.o. basal series delays for-
mat i.t.a. writing instruction until after the child has received 
extensive training in sounds and ls beginning to read. The specially 
designed i.t.a. basal reader Includes l.t.a. writing from the outset 
and incorporates it as a part of the reading program. Under either 
approach, the chi Id continues l.t.a. writing for a short time after 
he comp.I et es read Ing trans It I on to t .o. 
Mazurkiewicz, at the end of the second year of the Bethlehem 
Project, compared writing samples of 144 matched pairs of experimental 
and control children after both groups had made the transition to t.o. 50 
His comparisons show the fol I owl ng: 
i • t .a. t.o. 
M. S.D. M. s.o. 
Punctuation 73.4 28.0 80.8 28.6 
Capita Ii zat ion 74.0 25.6 84.7 21.9 
' 
No. of Running Words 67. I 38.8 48.9 31. I 
No. of Polysyl I able Words 9.9 7.3 5.8 5.2 
50Albert Mazurkiewicz and P.A. Lamana, "Spelling Achievement Fol lowing 
l .t.a. Instruction," Elementary Engl lsh, XXXXI 11 CNov., 1966), p. 759. 
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As will be noted from the foregoing figures, the t.o. population 
excelled in capitalization. They were only slightly more superior In 
punctuation than the i.t.a. taught group. The t.t.a. group, however, 
utilized a greater number of words per sentence and polysyl lablc words. 
In preparation for this test both groups of children were motivated 
through teacher-led discussion of pictures. No chi Id was given assist-
ance in spelling, but al I were permitted to use flashcards and picture 
dictionaries. Matched sample writing results obtained from this same 
group In May, 1966, indicate that the l.t.a. students were continuing to 
surpass the t.o. children In the use of larger words and the number of 
words per sentence.SI 
In discussing the study which he conducted for the u. s. Office 
of Education, Hahn suggests that the greatest advantage of i.t.a. is Its 
effect on teachers.52 He found that many of the teachers who might have 
been hesitant about their ability to guide children in extensive writing 
practices using traditional print were not so reluctant with i.t.a. 
Huber, a classroom teacher in the Bethlehem-Lehigh Project, sup-
~ports this conclusion: "I was completely unprepared for the flood of 
writing which l.t.a. produces. Some children have no difficulty getting 
started. Others write meaningless symbols at the s,tart ••• In writing 
as in anything else, there are those who excel and those who do not care 
to create. However, I have not had one child who did not write anything. 
Even the lowest pupil has written a single-sentence story.53 
51Lehlgh-Bethlehem Evaluation - Demonstration Project on the Use of l.t.a., 
op. cit., p. 34. 
52Hahn, op. cit., p. 594. 




Now, for the first time in history, we are living in a basically 
affluent society. Nevertheless, many people remain either totally, or 
functionally, ii literate. In an effort to rectify this situation, Pit-
man's i.t.a. was introduced. Its objective Is to prevent discouragement 
which often arises when the beginning reader encounters the Irregulari-
ties of traditional orthography. 
Many people express hesitancy about such an Innovation. They fear 
that i.t.a. taught children cannot successfully transfer to the reading, 
spelling, and writing of the traditional alphabet. Test results of the 
first studies have helped overcome this fear. These results show that 
children easily transfer to traditional print and that l.t.a. taught 
children do at least as wel I as the t.o. taught children on traditionally 
printed standardized tests. 
One may very well question the very striking results of the 
British Pilot Study, which apparently convinced many people that i.t.a. 
was the panacea for beginning reading problems. The second British Study 
yielded less signlf lcant results than the first. One may suspect that, 
either the first experiment failed to equally motivate the experimental 
and control groups, or that the results of the second experiment reflected 
the teacherS 1 dislike of the 50/50 pattern of classroom organization. In 
either case, the results would not be completely accurate. On the other 
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hand, the British projects wil I provide a longitudinal study which the 
other projects wl II lack. 
In comparing the results of the British studies with the results 
of studies in the United States, we must recognize that British children 
traditionally begin school a year younger than do American children. 
Because of this age variable, any comparison Is not completely meaningful. 
In short, test results to this time point to three important con-
clusions: (I) i.t.a. children easily transfer to traditional orthography; 
(2) i.t.a. does not hamper a child's progress In school, for he does 
equally as well as the t.o. taught child; and (3) there are Indications 
that the passage of time may favor the i.t.a. taught chi Id, at least as 
tar as spell Ing is concerned. 
Remaining to be answered, however, is whether or not the ultimate 
achievement of the l.t.a. taught child Is significant enough to warrant 
the added expense of specially printed books and materials. 
Studies also indicate that the average child whose introduction 
to reading Is delayed wit I soon do as wel I as the one who receives In-
tensive reading training in kindergarten or first grade. This approach 
may hold as much promise for a solution to the reading problem as does a 
change in the alphabet. 
Teacher effectiveness must be taken Into account in anv compari-
son between t.o. and i .t.a. The i.t.a. teacher, in order to avoid dis-
couraging the child, is Instructed not to pencil every error on the 
child's paper. Only the major ones are to be marked. ff at al I possible, 
the teacher is urged to provide a corrected version of the child's own 
writing for him to copy. If the t.o. teacher also remembered to apply 
this technique, would not the t.o. children, too, be more enthusiastic 
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workers who would write voluminously? One of the recently conducted 
u. S. Off ice of Education Projects concludes that emphasis on writing 
practice results In more writing and better spelling in children's com-
positlons.54 One, therefore, must question whether the teacher or the 
medium is responsible for the i.t.a. child's good writing results. 
The effective classroom teacher in the traditional school con-
stantly takes into account the indivldual differences in the students. 
Apparently, it is very little different in the case of the good i.t.a. 
teacher. Broad claims have been made concerning the time of transition 
from i.t.a. to t.o. However, an examination of Table IV of the Appendix 
to this paper reveals that In the 1961 Oldham, England, Project some 
children had not completed the transition to t.o. by the end of the 
third year of what had been orlgtnally designed as a two-year plan. 
Others had made the conversion before the end of the f lrst grade. Those 
teachers have undoubtedly found that, notwithstanding a set time schedule, 
each child must proceed at his own rate in order to advance successfully. 
Elsewhere in this paper, references have been made to statements 
by Stewart to the effect that even in l.t.a. classrooms some children 
were retained In first grade. Obviously, i.t.a. cannot overcome mental 
and emotional difficulties. More research Is necessary In order to 
determine if i .t.a. can perhaps benefit one group of children more than 
another. 
Many teachers using l.t.a. report that the most noticeable changes 
occur in the overall behavior pattern In their classrooms. Their children 
54Helen Murphy, "Growth in Perception of Word Elements In Three Types of 
Beginning Reading Instruction," The Reading Teacher, (May, 1966), p. 600. 
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are happy and busy, and behavior problems have ceased to exist. However, 
experience shows that the t.o. teacher who maintains a classroom free of 
tension and fear and who Insures that each child meets with success, like-
wise, has few behavior problems. Again, the query Is whether the teacher 
or the medium is responsible for the behavioriat change. 
Pitman's Alphabet is now being tested in work with mentally 
retarded and under-privileged children, Illiterate adults, remedial 
reading cases, and in speech therapy. It may wel I be that l.t.a. wt II 
prove to be most benef lcial in one of these areas. 
With the I imlted test results which are now available, it Is dif-
ficult to make def inlte statements concerning the value of the Initial 
Teaching Alphabet In beginning reading instruction. The most recent data 
available from the i.t.a. Foundation, which ts the clearinghouse for al I 
i.t.a. Information in America, is based on the school year 1964-65. The 
author recently corresponded with six major cities using l.t.a. Only 
the Bethlehem schools responded with factual study results, including 
their Comprehensive Final Report which covers the school year 1965-66. 
This author believes that educators should await further experi-
mental results before encouraging widespread use of t.t.a. It is the 
author's opinion that such final results may reveal no really slgnlf icant 
advantage for the l.t.a. taught child. Wei I-trained teachers, not a 
change in medium, may be the important factor In the improvement of 




Pitman's Initial Teaching Alphabet, with Its 44 symbols 
and words II lustratlng the sounds these symbols represent. 
b c d 
face cat ·- -
f · h • • .k a le _ J. ' £eet _!!at · flt, ·:' -!ei 
. ·.~ .. : 
; · .. , . 
1 
~ •• d 
m "ll oe p K 
letter man !!est 2ver een gi!I -
r s t .ue v w 
!ed !Poon ,lree !;!_Se ~oice window -_, 
-y z s vvh ·fP. 
"i.es !ebra dai,!Y ~e'n ·::'C air .. -
@ fu· .. · Jh '• 3 ·~ the· .. !!2,op television - . 
. \ 
• a au a e - l 0 
father ball C!,P !!gg milk box - - -
• u ro (Q) OU 01 
!:!,P bOCJ<. sp22n out' .. oil - -
Initial -,-~aching Alphabet Publications, Inc. 






ILLUSTRATIVE REDUCTION OF NUMEROUS t.o. 
SOUND SYMBOLS TO SINGLE i.t.a. EQUIVALENT 
i'it1111111's 
Tratfitio11nl Orthography b1itial Ttaclti11g AIP.habtl · 
1. u ruhy (and in RUBY) 1. 00 ronby 
2. u .. e rule rool 
3. U .. E RULE rool 
4· 0 do (and in DO) de"' 
5. o .. e move m(!l>V 
6. O .. E MOVE moov 
7. ui fruit (and in FRUIT) froot 
· 8. ui .. e bruise broos 
9. UI. .E BRUISE broos· 
10, OU group (and in GROUP) grc"'p 
IJ, OU •• C route root 
1:2. OU .. E ROUTE root 
13. ough through throo 
14. OUGH THROUGH throo 
15. 00 moon (and in MOON) mcQ)n 
16. ooe wooed wood 
17. OOE WOOED . wood 
18. oo .. e ooze. oos 
19. 00 •• E OOZE oos 
20. heu rheumatism roomatisin . 
21. HE.U RHEUMATISM TCQ)ffilltb;m 
. 2l. UC flue floo 
23. UE FLUE fioo 
24. cu maneuver manoover 
25. EU MANEUVER manoovtir 
26. cw grew groo 
27. EW GREW groo 
28. oe canoe eanoo 
29. OE CANOE canoo 
30. WO two (and in TWO) too 


































l.t.a. AND t.o. RESULTS AFTER T~O YEARS' AND THREE YEARS' USE 
lJ'L_Q_~QHN~tCOUNTY .BOROUGH (ENGLl\ND)a __ ·------~------
Two Years' End - Sixth Term (1963) 
Year of School Entry 
(Numbers) 
Nonreaders 
Half way through the 
reading scheme or 
beyond 
































Three Years' End - Ninth Term ~·(1964) 
Year of School Entry 
(Numbers) 
Nonreaders 
, Half way through the . 
reading sceme or· 
beyond 















a Age of school entry four years one month to five years normally • 
1961 1962 





31.5 3'7. 6 
In 1961 and 1962 the same first reading sq)'lemes but in different scripts were used by . 
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l 
TASLE 4 -35- · 
i.t.a. RESULTS BETWEEN 1961-1965 
IN OLDrW·1 COUNTY BOROUGH. (ENGLAND) --·-· -------'-·-·--------·---·--~ 
: 
l 2 3 4 51 6 
Entrants Sept. 1961 Sept. 1062 Sept. 1963 Easter 1964 Sept. 1964 Easter Hl65 
FIRST TERM " . 
Number of children 150 509 1319 243 1291 273 
1' .. 
Nonrcadcrs 77. 3% 65. 4% 51. 7% 63, 8% 56. 9% 65,2% 
' 
Completed half the ·: 
reading scheme - - 0.2 2.5 - 1.1 
Completed the '. 
reading scher:ie - - - - - o.s 
Transiti<>11cd to t.o. - - - - - 0.4 
.. SECOND TERM 




Nonreaders 17.1% 20. 8% 17.1%. 14. 9% 19.6% .. . . 
Completed half the · 
I .. ' ..... '' ' 
reading scheme 13.1 12.3 6.9 6, 7 . 5.2 
., ~ ' I' '. I 
Completed the . " , ' . '. 
reading scheme 0.6 0.2 0.2 l. 2 2.7 .•' . 
.. .. 
Trans.itioned to t.o. ·. 0.5 0.2 i. 2 0.7 . '' -
: 
THIRD TERM' 
,• : ~ I I J • : 
' -
Number of children 150 538 1298 279 1247 
Nonreaders 4. 7% 9. 8% 7. 5% ·12.5% 9. 5% 
'. . . .. .. 
Completed half the 
reading scheme '33. 9 ·25, 7. 25. 0 . . ' 23,6 " 22.1 .. . ' 
'" ., .. 
Completed the .. \ -
reading scheme 7.3 6.7 4.0 5.7 4.8 
Transitioned to t.o. 5,3 5.2 2.7 3.9 1. 5 
L---·-···-- .... ,_ .... --- ---·--·-· .--.-. -·;-·--------
~' . . . • ' ut' 
·,.I • 'I· '•t.1 



























































Entrants Sept. 1961 
Number of children 139 
Nonreaders 2.1% I 
Completed half the 
reading scheme 69_. 9 
Completed the 
reading scheme 27.4 
Transitioned to t.o. 24.5 
Number of children 139 
Nonreaders 1.4% 
Completed half the 
reading scheme 84.9 
~ 
Completed the 
reading scheme 57.6 
Transitioned to t.o. 51. l 




Completed half the 
reading scheme 87. 5% 
Completed the 
reading scheme 65.9 
Transitioned to t.o. 59.2 
-· ···--- ... ·- .. _ ... -- . --··---·-.. 
TABLE 4 
(continued) 
2 3 4 5 
Sept. 1962 Sept. 1963 Easter 1964 Sept. 1064 
FOURTH TERM 
542 1288 237 
4.1% . 2.5% 3.5% 
39.4 38.6 43.l 
14.3 14.0 ll. 5 -. 
12.5 9.7 10.2 
: FIFTH TERM : 
518 1297 .' 











l.8% 1.1% I .. · 
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----·-··· ·-···-···-·-- .-.. ·---·- ·-- .. -· -· ··-·. ·- ---·---··--~-. 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
Entrants Sept. 1961 Sept. 1962 Sept. 1963 Easter 1964 Sept. 1964 Easter 1965 
SEVENTH TERM 
Number of children 131 512 
' 
Nonrcaders - 1. 0% . " 
Completed hali the .. 
reading scheme 87. 0% 78.G 
Completed the 
roadin{I schomo 7G.3 50.2 , . . . 
Transitioned to t.o. 76.3 49.4 
EIGHTH TERM 
Number of children 132 538 
·' ' 
Nonreaders - o. 6% 
: 
Completed hali the 
reading scheme 95. 4% 88.3 ' .. . . .. " 
Completed the ' 
reading scheme 81.8 64.3 .. . 




Number of children 133 , .. 544 . .. .' .. l, .: i : 
' 
Nonreaders - o. 9% 
·" ·. .. , .. 
Completed half the. ' 
reading scheme 100. 0% 92.4 
,·, 
Completed the 
reading scheme 87.9 72. 3 ' . 
··.·· 
. . 
Transitioned to t.o. · 87.9 71. 6 
!Normal age of school entry four years to five years in 1961 an!l 1962; thereafter four years two 
months to five years, · · 
- .. -, -· -·····:-·------ ·:----:\ ,· . • . •• t 
·,- ' i 
GLOSSARY 
Basal reader: One of a sequential series of reading textbooks designed 
for use in a reading program. 
Coastlines: As referred to In writing, the outline of printed or written 
letters. 
Hawthorne Effect: Motivation resulting from additional stimulation of a 
new, often experimental, situation. 
Look-say method: A method of reading instruction based on recognition of 
entire words by sight. 
Orthography: The art of writing words with the proper letters according 
to standard usage. 
Phonetic approach: A method of reading instruction which utilizes sounds 
as a means of recognizing new words. 
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